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{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 1.Copywrite .:.                                                        * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

This FAQ is copywrite (c) 2004 Wasabi X. This may be not be reproduced under 
any circumstances except for personal,private use. It may not be placed on any 
web site or otherwise distributed publicly without advance written permission. 
Use of this guide on any other web site or as a part of any public display is 
strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright. 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 2.Introduction .:.                                                     * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

Ahhh. The Urban Yeti. One of the many mesterious creatures that roam the urban 
enviorments. Whats that you say? You have never heard of this Yeti? WHAT? The 
Yeti has been proven false? Well, prepare to be slapped in the face. Urban Yeti 
is undiputed proof that good 'ol Sasquatch exsists. How? Well, without a real  
Yeti to observe, how could these developers have come up with this crazy stuff? 

In Urban Yeti, you are a bigfoot... who lives in a city. Your ultimate goal:  
Find a mate! To do this, you must do tons of pointless things. Sounds like fun? 
Well, your kinda right and kinda wrong. But hey! You bought the game(well, some 
of you) so your bound to enjoy it. 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 3.Basics .:.                                                           * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

[Controls]
A- Right Punch 
B- Left Punch 
R- Hitch Car Rides 



L- Death Cry(damage all enemies on screen) 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 4.Walkthrough .:.                                                      * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

In the beggining, it explains the Urban Yeti, read! 

You are thrown into the game in the city. Walk a couple of steps(any direction) 
and you will hear a cry... female!!! You have to get to her before the other 
Yeti's beat you to it. 

<---Mission---> 
<Get to the female on the mainland by any means possible!> 

From where you start, head forward to the water, then take a right. Go down  
this street(try to stay on the sidewalk...) until it also ends, then head down 
wards. You will have to go around a building, to get to your destination. If  
you get lost, just follow the arrow until you hit the bridge.  

You will be told it is a toll bridge, you can't go over! The toll is $4, you  
need to find a newspaper so you can get a job. 

<---Mission---> 
<Find a newspaper and check the classifieds> 

From where you are, take a route that leads upwards and to the left. Try to  
find a building with a red roof with people on top, to the very right of this  
building is a white ramp. Go up, then go over the left bridge on top of the 
building. On the next building, you will find another ramp(yellow) and then a 
bridge. Go over the bridge, then search around the roof for a newspaper flying  
about. Once you find it, you will receive your next objective. 

<---Mission---> 
<Apply for the job> 

The Yeti Cam will show you exactly where you will find the job. The time will 
most likely not co-operate with you, so you might need to run around making  
sure not to be killed until the clock strikes 7:30. Then, go to the job 
building. You are now a soup kitchen manager! 

/-----------------------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|[Minigame]                                                                   | 
|[Soup Kitchen]                                                               | 
|[Serve the customers fast, wrong or late orders mean a punch in the face,grab| 
|tips before others steal them. You have 2:30 to get $4]                      | 
|                                                                             | 
|Here's how it works, there are 4 lanes. Customers come down, and the food    | 
|they want will be displayed above their heads. Run over to the food they want| 
|and press punch, then(after you have their food) go punch them, they will    | 
|leave happy. If you don't get the orders, they will punch you and disable you| 
|for a few seconds. When the customers are happy, they leave change, do not   | 
|forget to pick it up before you rush to your next order.                     | 
\-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Once you have made $4.00, you will be thrown back out into the city. Make your 
way down to the toll bridge. You can now go up the yellow ramp, which leads to  
a huge orange bridge. If you get lost gettiung there, just follow the orange 
thing above you after you get out of the kitchen. Make your way acroos the  
bridge, pay the toll and you will be taken to a different area. 



Walk around a bit, Urban Yeti will smell the female. Follow the arrow north. 
There will be a grey Yeti inbetween 2 red buildings. Defeat it in hand to hand 
combat. It will admit defeat, but tell you it will defeat you at the Yeti 
tournement... Yeti Tournement? The Yeti will flee on top of a car. 

Now, the confusing part. Follow the arrow around the city, you will have to  
find a certain car to hitch a ride on. I can't really guide you to it, just 
follow the arrow. 

Once you find it, the Mobile Yeti Alert will be initiated. The Yeti Suacer will 
then come and get you... yes, the Yeti Suacer. Don't run, the UFO will take you 
to the Yeti Tournement. 

/-----------------------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|[Minigame]                                                                   | 
|[Yeti Dicuss]                                                                | 
|[Duel another Yeti with a discuss. Throw the discuss at the other Yeti. Three| 
|knock downs equals a win. Oh yeah... your on ice also.]                      | 
|                                                                             | 
|Okay, here's the deal. You are on ice, and you must throw the discuss at the | 
|other Yeti(s). Every round, 1 more Yeti will be added into the mix. You must | 
|knock down all the Yeti's before you win the round. The discuss will bounce  | 
|off the walls, so keep that in mind. Once you beat 10 rounds, you win.       | 
\-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

Phew. That mini-game was no cakewalk. After the game, you will see a white van 
send a messanger pigeon to you. When you begin, walk north a few steps, and  
there it is waiting for you. The message is from the Female Yeti!!! She is 
going back to the suburbs to tend to her chickens, but she liked you in the 
discuss, and wants you to drop by and see her!!! 

Follow the arrow south, you will encounter some angry protestors! They also  
need to get back to the suburbs. They need to scatter, but will meet up once  
the lower subway is working again. Well Urban Yeti, geuss who gets the work put 
onto them... again. 

Follow the arrow. There will be a switch on top of some roof type thing. Go up 
the ramp that should be just south of it, when you get near the switch, you 
realize it electric! You get shocked, and you need to find another way to  
throw the switch. You will also be auto-matically hurt because of the  
electricity. Well, now to find how to throw the switch... hmmm, how to? Well, 
it isn't necessarily obvious, but go grab a cat. To do so, just walk up to one 
and Urban Yeti will pick it up. Then, go throw the cat at the switch. BAM! 

Now, you have to catch the train! The train moves from station to station  
pretty damn quick, so find one station(yellow ramp leading to an underground 
tunnel) and just wait for the train there. But dodge the bird poop! Once the 
train shows up, go to the first car and press R, you will then lie down on it's 
roof, and be on your way to the suburbs!  

/-----------------------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|[Minigame]                                                                   | 
|[Innertube 'O Fun]                                                           | 
|[Innertube through the sewers, avoid debris and go through the hoops]        | 
|                                                                             | 
|This mini-game is TOUGH! Much like the rest of the game... Well, here is how | 
|it breaks down like this. Go slow. Yes, go slow. Crocodiles = instant death, | 
|hooks = instant death. Meh, if you get cuaght on a hook, mash A as fast as   | 
|possible, then maybe you can escape. Overall, the mini-game is long, boring, | 



| and tedious. It is really really hard, so you may want to skip it altogether| 
|if you can't... uh, "save often"(i.e using an emulator).                     | 
\-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

You will now be in the suburbs, walk around a few steps, the game will prompt 
you to go find your lady. Follow the arrow north. You will have to cross a  
small bridge to get to your destination. But, when you reach your point, you 
are covered with sewage! Go find a bath. Again, you need to follow the arrow 
due north, in an alley, there are some kids with a hose. Walk into the hose and 
the kids will give you a bath. Now, make your way back to the chicken ranch. 

Urg. Her chickens escaped, now you have to go find them... Thankfully, you are 
not totally blind. The arrow will point you to every chicken and back to ranch. 
Search all of the roof's, thats where most of them are. This part isn't very  
hard, but watch for the police, they are everywhere in the suburbs. Once you 
have returned all 8 chickens, you will be challanged to a mini-game! 

/-----------------------------------------------------------------------------\ 
|[Minigame]                                                                   | 
|[Yeti Chicken Rancher]                                                       | 
|[Grab the chickens throw them into the processing machine to be made in Yeti | 
|Brand Hot Dogs(tm)! Process 30 chickens in 3:00 to win.]                     | 
|                                                                             | 
|You will be in a pen, go grab the chickens then throw them into the hole. An | 
|easy way to do this is to find a certain distance, then use it every time,   | 
|memorize the strength you need to get the chickens in the hole from that     | 
|distance.                                                                    | 
\-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

YOU ARE THE CHAMPION!!! But, you have to do a group mega dance before she  
becomes your mate. It goes around and everyone dances... an apporpriate ending 
to a weird game. Well, congrats, you just beat one of the weirdest games on the 
GBA. You also get a special password for beating the game. 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 5.Passwords .:.                                                        * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

BUZZWORD Level 1 
FOREWORD Level 2 
COOKBOOK Level 3 
FEEDBAGS Level 4 
HAMSTEAK Level 5 
DAYBREAK Level 6 
SUNLIGHT Level 7 
NITETIME Level 8 
EASTSIDE Level 9 
BEATDOWN Level 10 
VENGEFUL Level 11 
FRISBEES Level 12 
ICESKATE Level 13 
PINGPONG Level 14 
DOWNTOWN Level 15 
CITYMAPS Level 16 
DUMPSTER Level 17 
WATERWAY Level 18 
TIRETUBE Level 19 
YETIRAFT Level 20 
SUBURBIA Level 21 
HOUSETOP Level 22 



CITIZENS Level 23 
CHICKENS Level 24 
SONGBIRD Level 25 
PROVIDER Level 26 

These will let you skip levels. there are also 2 special passwords. 

BSWSBSWS Debug mode 

TONYGOLD Unlock Everything, this allows you to skip to any level, choose 
any venue, and music and all that. Basically, you craft whatever the hell you 
want to do. 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 6.FAQs .:.                                                             * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

Q: ??? 
A: Yes, I know. 

Q: The bird keeps pooping on me. Help! 
A: Thats whats it's there fore, run! 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 7.Contact Info .:.                                                     * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

Questions? Comments? Cocerns? Email me at Wasabi.X@gmail.com. Or you can 
catch me on AIM under the name RedAlertZero. Please, no spam, I would be tres 
grateful. 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 8.Thanks .:.                                                           * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
-CJayC, for obvious reasons 
-Telegames, for publishing this 
-Cave Barn, for making the game 

And remeber kids... 
***********WINNERS DON'T DO DRUGS!(maybe the game designers do...)************* 

{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 
*  .:. 0.Rate My Work .:.                                                     * 
{+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++} 

Please, rate my work: 
http://www.gamefaqs.com/contribute/contrib_ratings.php 

Register there and then use the new system of rating FAQs on a scale of 1-10, 
one being the worst, and 10 being the best. If you found my work helpful, the 
most convinient way for you to show me is not via email or AIM, but rather 
rating the FAQ. Thank you.
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